Intros

Ana Vázquez (Deputy Dean of Students and Director of OMSA)

OMSA’s role for OLAS (and beyond)

Marketing, awareness, allocations

Often serves as an arbiter for campus conflicts

Student advisory board

Ensuring connectivity between students and community, campus resources

One on one help

Advocacy

Emergency grants

Academic research grants

Always open to questions, suggestions

OLAS Show

Longstanding tradition

Archiving for posterity

“Celebrating traditions, making new ones”

Spanish event - Habla con OLAS

2 May, 8 - 10 p.m., Hutch

Tabú

Contact Spanish Dept.

Quinta Hora?

Political Event -
9 May, 2013, I - House

Partnership with LAM at Harris

Food set, Politicians set

What’s left

  Close gap on budget

  Flyer

Institute of Politics?